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AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE

IN THE SENATE OF AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Senator  Russell Davis  of  Oklahoma  introduced the following Bill, which was read twice and
referred to the following American Legion Boys Nation Senate Committee:

a Bill

1 to denies military, non-military, and NATO lawyers the ability to prosecute an operator for a

2 lethal act or coercive interrogation technique committed or carried out, as directed by their

3 commanding officers, while on a mission or operation.

4

5 BE IT ENACTED BY THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE ASSEMBLED, THAT

6

7 United States Special Forces such as Navy Seals and Army Rangers are deployed around the

8 world for various operations in protection of national security. Some of these operations require

9 Special Operators to make difficult decisions. Some of these might include taking the life, or

10 lives, of enemy combatants or even performing coercive interrogation techniques in order to

11 gain information about near and future plans of attack on The United States, it's allies or

12 beneficiaries. 

13

14 However, since the kick off the War on Terror roughly ten years ago, several United States

15 Special Operators have returned to the states after being deployed for several months and

16 were greeted by military lawyers charging them of committing war crimes. Some of the charges

17 from early in the war are still ongoing. Several men of the A-Team are being investigated

18 because of allegations by the liberal media in both the U.S. and in the Middle East that the men

19 had committed war crimes against civilians. In this case, the allegations originated from an

20 incident in which Special Forces had taken several Iraqis into custody for questioning;

21 However, The A-Team's commanding officers has issued statements in which there is

22 expressed belief that the men who were taken into custody for questioning were thought to be

23 apart of a terrorist network working in that same area.
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24

25 It doesn't make sense, logically, that the Special Operators who take orders from an individual

26 who is often has top-secret security clearance and is of high pay grade in the military, can have

27 charges brought against them for carrying out an act in which they were ordered to do.

28

29 This proposal bars military, non-military and NATO lawyers from bringing charges against

30 Special Forces Operators that have either taken the life of an enemy combatant or performed a

31 coercive interrogation technique on an enemy combatant while on a mission or operation. Any

32 person bringing charges against a special operator or team thereof, will be heard in preliminary

33 hearings so that the military justices will be made aware of the allegations in order to preserve

34 an American's right to free speech; however, operators can not be charged with any kind of war

35 crime or criminal charge because of an action or technique used while under the direction of

36 The United States Special Forces. S.O.'s can still be court martialed, or brought before a

37 Military Tribunal for actions that do not occur on a mission or operation, such as misconduct,

38 AWAL, etc.

39

40 United States Special Operation Forces will have greater control of a situation when on the

41 battlefield, at any given time, knowing that their country will not attempt to charge them with a

42 war crime, or any other criminally negligent crime in regards to a mission or operation in

43 defense of their country.
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